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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the part of the creation of the new Risk Spectrum Nuclear Power

Plant "Krsko" (NEK) Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) Project which sorts all NEK
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) into clusters (bins, groups) that have the common
phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect of the required Containment
Systems. A single CDSs cluster is covered then with a single Bridge Tree (BT) which has
been developed for each of the defined CDSs clusters. In this way the complete set of the
NEK Individual Plant Examination Project Level 1 CDSs were propagated to the NEK Plant
Damage States (PDSs) and Level 2 assessment, what was not the current case. The existing
NEK PSA model Risk Spectrum was used in the course of the quantification process. The
comparison of the new quantified frequencies with the existing PDSs frequencies was
performed and the difference explained.

The project registered 50 CDSs clusters and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They
ended up with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. The number of PDSs clusters after the
assignment of PDS to each BT sequence is 100. Total core damage frequency is 5.580 E-05.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Nuclear Power Plant "Krsko" (NEK) Individual Plant Examination Project (IPE)

Level 1 model quantification was based on the in part quantification of the total of the 184
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) that were defined by the NEK IPE (Probabilistic Safety
Assessment) Event Tree (ET) logic model. Namely, the Level 2 quantification was based on
only 40 Dominant Core Damage Sequences (DCDSs) as an input to the NEK
specific/sequence specific Bridge Trees (BTs). These DCDSs were determined on the basis of
the NUREG-1335 defined criteria. The obtained Plant Damage States (PDSs) were then
grouped in two steps, using the prescribed, defined methodology, and naming convention and
rules that were applied in the process. The PDSs, with frequencies higher than cut-off value of
l.E-10/yr (314 sequences), were grouped and the process ended up with 41 PDSs clusters that
were used in the final quantification of the NEK Level 2 assessment. (Such an "optimisation"
of the Level 2 quantification in the NEK IPE (PSA) was necessary due to the applied process
of quantification and the available tools used at that time (Westinghouse PSA software
package). The mentioned tools were very time consuming and complex in the way of the
input/output file management and processing. As of that, the limited number of the sequences
(the 40 dominant CD input sequences) were used in the process of the quantification of Level
2 assessment. Even such limited number of dominant sequences ended up with the 1124 Plant
Damage State Sequences (PDSSs) and the quantification time longer than 24 hours, what was
considered as non-acceptable.) Therefore the goal of the new project, NEK 90 A, described in
this paper, was to sort all NEK IPE CDSs (184 of them) into clusters that have the common
phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect of the required Containment
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Systems (CSTs) response, modelled in the associated representative Bridge Tree (BT).
Such a CDSs cluster was covered with a single BT, which has been developed for each of the
defined CDSs clusters. The development of the representative cluster BT was based on the
response required and containment system function models for the NEK. The new developed
BTs were modelled in accordance with the given NEK IPE BT methodology, documented in
Ch. 15 of the IPE KRSKO Level 1 report [1], The Plant Damage State (PDS) was assigned to
each BT sequence per defined methodology, naming convention and given rules. (Each PDS
was defined and designated by six designators, Table 3-1.) In this way the complete set of the
NEK IPE Level 1 CDSs were propagated to the NEK PDSs and Level 2 assessment, what was
not the current case. The NEK PSA model Risk Spectrum (NEK 14A) was used in the course
of the quantification process. The comparison of the new quantified frequencies (NEK 90A)
with the existing PDS frequencies was performed and the differences explained.

The project registered 50 CDSs clusters and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They
ended up with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. The number of PDSs clusters after the
assignment of PDS to each BT sequence is 100 (Table 3.2.). Total core damage frequency is
5.580 E-05.

2. GROUPING OF THE NEK IPE CDSs
The structure of the Nuclear Power Plant "Krsko" Individual Plant Examination Project

Level 1 is such that the Containment Heat Removal Systems are not included in the Core
Damage Sequences (CDSs) quantification. It was therefore necessary to employ Containment
Systems or Bridge Tree (BT) to complete the system probabilistic analysis and to define the
Plant Damage States (PDSs).

The Level 1 identifies a very large number of accident sequences, which lead to core
damage. It is neither practical nor necessary to treat each one of these individually (before the
quantification process) when accessing containment response and fission product release.
Whenever possible, the CDSs are therefore clustered together so that all accidents within a
given cluster can be treated as a separate unity for the purposes of BT analysis.

Appropriate core melt descriptors (time to core melt and Reactor Coolant System
pressure at Vessel Failure) and one identifier identify each CDS, Table 3.1.

All NPP "Krsko" CDSs, resulting from Event Tree Analysis [1], were sorted into
groups/clusters that have the same phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect
of the required CSTs response modelled in the associated BT.

The generic BT [1] checks operator action to depressurise the primary system before
vessel failure using the EOP FR.C-1 (In-Vessel Recovery or Primary Depressurisation,
/FRC1/), Reactor Containment Fan Coolers (RCFC), status of Low Pressure (Head) Safety
Injection and Recirculation (LPI, LPR), Containment Spray Injection and Recirculation (SPI,
SPR) and Containment Isolation (ISO) at vessel failure. The generic BT is then specialised for
specific cluster of CDSs. In performing this task the system dependencies for FR.C-1,
Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) and CHR status must be considered in the process of CDSs
clustering. The dependencies are the following (success or failure of engineered safeguards
such as high pressure or low pressure injection pumps is specified in the Level 1 Event
Trees):
Large LOCA: FRC1 is important for all Level 1 CDSs leading to high pressure core damage due to,
for example, the failure of high pressure injection or recirculation; the implementation of FRC 1 would
lead to in-vessel recovery or low pressure vessel failure, when the low pressure recirculation is
unavailable; FRC1 is not relevant for those Level 1 CDSs leading to low pressure vessel failure and
should be ignored in the specialization of the generic BT to the specific CDS BT; a CDS in which the
failure of low pressure recirculation is the cause of core melt implies that low pressure injection and
low pressure recirculation are unavailable in the BT; the failure of high pressure injection implies the
failure of high pressure recirculation; the failure of low pressure injection implies the failure of low
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pressure recirculation; the failure of high pressure recirculation also implies the failure of low pressure
recirculation because of the high level of dependency between the two modes of operation; however,
the failure of high pressure injection does not imply the failure of low pressure injection; the failure of
containment spray injection implies the failure of containment spray recirculation
Medium LOCA: a low pressure vessel failure only if the operator actions to depressurise the
primary system or cooldown using the secondary side succeeds; if auxiliary feedwater (AF1) is
unavailable the operator action (OP1) to depressurise the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) cannot
succeed; if OP1 is unavailable FRC1 is unavailable too
Small LOCA: a low pressure vessel failure only if the operator actions to depressurise the primary
system or cooldown using the secondary side succeeds; the failure of operator action to cooldown and
depressurize the RCS does not imply the failure of FRCI
Steam Generator Tube Rupture: the failure of operator action to cooldown and depressurise the
RCS (OD1) implies the unavailability of FRCI; the loss of the integrity of the ruptured SG (SSV)
means secondary valve stuck open and thus low pressure of RCS by definition; the failure of operator
action to cooldown and depressurise the RCS (EC3) does not imply the unavailability of FRCI
Reactor Vessel Failure: since Reactor Vessel Failure (VEF) is a massive breach of the RCS, core
damage (melt) will occur at low RCS pressure
Interfacing Systems LOCA: when interfacing systems LOCA event occurs, containment bypass is
assumed. Hence, with the exception RCFC, all other BT systems are not relevant."
Transient with Main Feedwater: the failure of operator action- Bleed and Feed (OFF) causes the
unavailability of FRCI
Transient without Main Feedwater: the failure of operator action- Bleed and Feed (OFF) causes
the unavailability of FRC1
Steam Line/Feedline Break: FRCI is unavailable in all BTs.
Loss of Offsite Power: the failure of charging pump operation (CH2) and component cooling to
RCP thermal barrier (CW2) implies loss of CCW which in turn implies safeguards pumps not
available (RCFC, LPI, SPI, LPR, SPRare not available in BT)
Station Blackout: FRCI is not available: time between core damage and vessel failure too short for
in-vessel recovery, or power recovery too late to prevent vessel failure, or the failure of operator action
to cooldown the RCS (OCD) cause the unavailability of FRCI
Anticipated Transient without Scram: grouping of ATWS CDSs for the further BT development
is based on four characteristic groups:

Group A CD sequences:
- 2, 4, 16, 8, 20 (after AFA failure)
- 7 , 19 (after PPR failure)
-6 , 18 (after LTS failure)

Group B CD sequences:
- 13, 25, 30 (after AFA failure)
- 12, 24, 29 (after PR1 failure)

Group C CD sequences:
- 11,23,28

Group D CD sequences:
- 9 , 2 1 , (after MRI success)
- 14,26,31

When RT (MRT or ORT) success or MRI
successfully initiated, and TT success (or not
relevant), and {AFA or PPR or LTS} failure, it is
assumed that there will be TEH CD without credit
for FRCI in BT.

After RT failure When TT success, and AFA or
PR1 failure, it is assumed that there will be
pressure peak over ASME limit C.

When TT success, after RT failure, and AFA and
PR1 success, but LTS failed it is assumed that
there will be pressure peak over ASME limit C.

When TT failed, after RT failed or after just
initial MRI success, it is assumed that there will
be pressure peak over ASME limit C.
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Loss of Essential Service Water System: the failure of operator action to cooldown the RCS
(RCD) causes the unavailability of FRC1
Loss of Component Cooling Water System: the failure of operator action to cooldown the RCS
(RCD) causes the unavailability of FRC1
Loss of a Vital DC Bus: the failure of operator action- Bleed and Feed (OFF) causes the
unavailability of FRC1
Loss of Instrument Air: the failure of charging pump operation (CH4) and component cooling to
RCP thermal barrier (CW1IA) implies loss of CCW which in turn implies safeguards pumps not
available (RCFC, LPI, SPI, LPR, SPR are not available in BT)

3. BRIDGE TREES AND PLANT DAMAGE STATES ANALYSIS
The assignment of the CDSs to PDS requires the sequence to be completed, i.e. to check

for the status of the containment systems at vessel failure as well as for the possible recovery
after core damage but before vessel failure. In order for the PSA to provide proper input to
accident strategies it is also necessary to check for operator action to depressurise the primary
system before vessel failure (using FRC1). The Bridge Tree was used to accomplish these
objectives [1].

The BTs were modeled in accordance with the given NEK IPE BT methodology,
documented in Ch. 15 of the IPE KRSKO Level 1 Report [1]. The PDS was assigned to each
BT sequence per defined methodology, naming convention and given rules documented in
Containment Event Tree Notebook- Part 3: MAAP Analysis [5], Table 3.1. In this way the
complete set of the NEK Level 1 CDSs were propagated to the NEK PDSs and Level 2
assessment.
Table 3.1. Final PDS designators

Designator position and name

1. Initiator

2. Time to core melt

3. RCS pressure at VF

4. ECCS status

5. CHR status

6. Containment status

Letter and description

A = large LOCA
S = small LOCA
T = transient
V = interfacing LOCA
W = SGTR (As agreed upon, the letter "W" stands for
descriptor "V2" used in [2].)
E = less than 4 hours
L = greater than 4 hours
H = high
L = low
R = recovery in vessel
N = no injection
B = injection before VF
A = injection after VF
N = no CHR available
Y = CHR available
N = initially intact
I = isolation failure
B = bypass

50 CDSs clusters were registered and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They ended up
with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. (The results of one among them are illustrated in Figure
3.1.)
The number of PDSs clusters after the assignment of PDS to each BT sequence is 100 (Table
3.2.).
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BT AEH 01 Bridge Tree Description

This BT was not developed in IPE [1]. FRC1 is not available in BT since the auxiliary feedwater
(AF1) and the operator action (OP1) to depressurize the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) are
unavailable during accident progression (Medium LOCA Event). All other BT systems are available.
(MLO#6,7)

BT AEH 01

AEH0W19

AEH 01#20

AEH01#21

AEH 01«22

AEH 0 (#23

AEH01#24

AEH 01#25

AEH0W26

AEH 01#27

AEH01#28

AEH0W29

AEH01#30

AEH01831

AEH01#32

AEHO1S33

AEH01S34

AEH01#35

AEH0W36

Same BT for CD sequences:
90A MLO #6, 7

Figure 3.1. Bridge Tree BT AEH 01

POS Grouping Rule

IPE Existing POS

New POS

Unique PDSsfor Bridge Tree BTAEH 01
AEHAYN AEHBYN AEHNYN AEHANN AEHBNN AEHNNN
AEHAYI AEHBYI AEHNYI AEHANI AEHBNI AEHNNI
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Table 3.2. List of CD

States

AE high

AE l o w

AL high~

AL low

SE high

SE low

SL high

SL low

TE high

VL high

WE h i g h

WL h i g h

WL low

sequences states

# of CDs

2

3

24

2

4 8

14

22

6

44

1

9

5

2

tfofBTs

1

3

7

1

4

4

7

2

1 5

1

2

2

1

# of PDSs

24

8

2 2

26

1 8

4

10

Final # of PDSs

24

8

2 2

2 6

1 8

1

1

# of BT seq.

9 6

1 6 8

282

2 1 8

6 6 4

4

3 0

1 3 1 8 2 50 112 1 0 0

# of PDS if W and V PDS are collapsed in to two PDS (WUUUUB, and VXXXXB): 100
# of PDS if W and V PDS are collapsed in to five PDS (WEHUUB, WLHUUB, WLLUUB, VLHXXB, and VLLXXB):

14 62

103

4. QUANTIFICATION RESULTS SUMMARY
The NEK PSA model NEK14A was used as a base for the resulting Risk Spectrum

model NEK90A in the course of the PDSs quantification process. Here is an example of the
results and the explanation for differences.

Table 4.2. List of Plant Damage States resulting from all Bridge Trees

PDS Group'

AEHANI

AEHAYI

AELBNI

AELNNI

AELNYN

ALHBYN

ALLBNN

ALLBYI

SEHANN

NEK
90A#*

78

43

30

75

64

24

48

12

32

NEK90A
Freq.*

0.000E+00

1.131E-08

6.839E-08

3.480E-12

9.925E-11

1.246E-07

4.810E-09

1.034E-06

6.569E-08

IPE#*

. 3.0

28

41

36

11

35

NEK14A
Freq. *

4.024E-08

6.834E-08

9.010E-11

7.860E-09

1.004E-06

4.337E-09

ANEK
90A-14A*

-2.893E-08

5.000E-11

9.150E-12

1.167E-07

3.050E-08

6.135E-08

%NEK
90A-14A*

-72%

0%

10%

1485%

3%

1415%

#BTs*

3

9

6

3

3

2 1

2 1

2 1

15

Remark*

Rem. 1

Rem. 0

Rem. 2

Rem. 3
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* Tables Legend: PDS Group* Plant Damage State Group created according to final designation rules.

NEK 90A #* Sequential number for PDS in the NEK 90A model based on frequency.

NEK90A Freq. ' PDS frequency in the NEK 90A model.

IPE #* Sequential number for PDS in the IPE model based on frequency.

NEK14A Freq.' PDS frequency in the NEK 14A model.

ANEK 90A-14A* Difference between frequency in the NEK 90A and NEK14A model.

%NEK 90A-14A' Percentage difference between frequency in the NEK 90A and NEK14A model.

#BTs' Number of Bridge Trees sequences contributing to the respected PDS.

Remark for PDS frequency difference between NEK90A and NEK14A Risk Spectrum models:
It is clear that ail increased PDS frequencies are resulting from increased number of CD

sequences propagated through BT in the NEK90A model comparing to the NEK14A model.
There are also couple of cases where new result is smaller then before. This is actually result
of some changes/correction in the NEK90A model comparing to the NEK14A model.

Rem. 0 Result difference around or smaller then 10% is not specially commented.
Rem. 1 The negative difference results from the following:

In the IPE these PDSs result from Reactor Vessel Failure Event BT because IPE mistakenly
designated the core damage sequence VEF#1 as liigh. However, Reactor Vessel Failure Event is a
massive breach of the RCS and core damage (melt) will occur at low RCS pressure. In the NEK
90A this event is therefore treated as large LOCA event in the category of low-pressure events,
and the observed PDSs result from BT AEH 01 (MLO#6, 7) and that fact is the origin of the
difference in calculations.

Rem. 2 In the NEK14 A this PDS results from 1 CDS. In die NEK90A from 22 CDSs.
Rem. 3 In the NEK14A these PDSs result from 5 CDSs. In the NEK90A from 47 CDSs.
Rem. 4 The negative difference results from the following:

IPE mistakenly treated the core damage sequence SBO#2 as high. It is low and therefore it must
be treated in the category of low-pressure events.

Rem. 5 In the NEK 14A these PDSs result from 7 CDSs. In the NEK90A from 17 CDSs.
Rem. 6 In die NEK14A these PDSs result from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 4 CDSs.
Rem. 7 In die NEK 14A these PDSs result from 1 CDS. In die NEK90A from 12 CDSs.
Rem. 8 In die NEK14A this PDS results from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 8 CDSs.
Rem. 9 In die NEK14A this PDS results from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 8 CDSs.
Rem. 10 In die NEK14A this PDS results from 2 CDSs. In the NEK90A from 3 CDSs. Issue related to

change of CD sequence CCW#11 designation (see Rem.#l 1) is also relevant for this PDS.
Rem. 11 The negative difference results from the following:

IPE mistakenly treated die core damage sequence CCW#11 as TEL (Transient Early Low) event
state. This CD sequence should be treated as SLL (Small LOCA Low).

Rem. 12 In die NEK14A these PDSs result from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 6 CDSs.
Rem. 13 In die NEK14A these PDSs result from 1 CDSs. In die NEK90 A from 7 CDSs. Compared PDS

frequencies are with included CD SGR#11 correction [ 1],
Brief comparison of the total results between NEK14A and NEK90A reveals that total CD
frequency from NEK90A model is 8% increased comparing to model NEK14A. This increase
is mainly coming from the fact that in the model NEK90A we are calculating result with
complete number of CD sequences comparing to the model NEK14A where only 40 CD
sequences are included. Final number of PDSs in theNEK90A model is 100, and that is more
than double comparing to the NEK14A model. In this case increase is mainly induced from
the fact that new model is accounting for all BT sequences. In another words if the NEK 14 A
model did not applied cut-off criteria (1.0E-10) final number in the IPE analysis would be 84
instead 41. That also means if this cut-off is applied to the model NEK90A number of PDS
would be reduced to 70.
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5. CONCLUSION
The structure of the Nuclear Power Plant "Krsko" Individual Plant Examination Project

(IPE) Level 1 is such that the Containment Heat Removal Systems are not included in the
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) quantification. It was therefore necessary to employ
Containment Systems or Bridge Tree (BT) to complete the system probabilistic analysis and to
define the Plant Damage States (PDSs).

IPE model quantification was based on the in part quantification of the total of the 184
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) that were defined by the IPE Event Tree logic model.
Namely, the Level 2 quantification was based on the 40 Dominant Core Damage Sequences
(DCDSs) as an input to the NEK specific/sequence specific Bridge Trees (BTs). These
DCDSs were determined on the basis of the NUREG-1335 defined criteria. The obtained
PDSs were then grouped in two steps using the prescribed, defined methodology, and naming
convention and rules that were applied in the process. The PDSs, with frequencies higher than
cut-off value of l.E-10/yr (314 sequences), were grouped and the process ended up with 41
PDSs clusters, that were used in the final quantification of the NEK Level 2 assessment.

The project, NEK90A, sorts all NEK IPE CDSs (184 of them) into the clusters that have
the common phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect of the required
Containment Systems response, modelled in the associated representative BT. Namely, the
Level 1 identifies a very large number of accident sequences, which lead to core damage. It is
neither practical nor necessary to treat each one of these individually (before the
quantification process) when accessing containment response and fission product release.
Whenever possible, the CDSs were therefore grouped together so that all accidents within a
given group could be treated as a separate unity for the purposes of BT analysis. Such a CDSs
cluster was then covered with single BT, which has been developed for each of the defined
CDSs clusters. The development of the representative cluster BT was based on the response
required and containment system function models for the NEK. The new developed BTs were
modelled in accordance with the given NEK CPE BT methodology, documented in Ch. 15 of
the IPE KRSKO Level 1 report [1]. The Plant Damage State was assigned to each BT
sequence per defined methodology, naming convention and given rules. In this way the
complete set of the NEK IPE Level 1 CDSs was propagated to the NEK PDSs and Level 2
assessment, what was not the current case. The NEK PSA model Risk Spectrum (NEK14A)
was used in the course of the quantification process. The comparison of the new quantified
frequencies (NEK90A) with the existing PDS frequencies (NEK14A) was performed and the
differences explained.

The project registered 50 CDSs clusters and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They
ended up with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. Each PDS is defined and designated by six
designators, Table 3.1. The number of PDSs clusters after the assignment of PDS to each BT
sequence is 100 (Table 3.2.). Total core damage frequency is 5.580 E-05.
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